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The January/February 2023 issue of the Hillsborough County Bar Association’s Lawyer Magazine 
features an article written by Ella Shenhav and Michael Silver, business litigation partners in Shutts &
Bowen’s Tampa office.

The article, titled “A Future View of Document Review,” discusses alternative means of accomplishing
this task, which can have a profound impact on litigation. Ella and Michael go on to describe how the
use of artificial intelligence (AI) in document review is rapidly developing, allowing lawyers to save
time and clients to save money.

To read the full article, please click here.

About Ella A. Shenhav

Ella A. Shenhav is a partner in the Tampa office of Shutts & Bowen LLP, where she is a member of the
Business Litigation Practice Group and the firm's Pro Bono Committee. She is a Florida Supreme
Court Certified Circuit Court Civil Mediator. Ella focuses her practice on complex commercial
litigation in state and federal courts, as well as arbitration. Ella is a Certified Information Privacy
Professional (CIPP/US), accredited by the International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP).

Michael P. Silver

Michael Silver is a partner in the Tampa office of Shutts & Bowen LLP, where he is a member of the
Business Litigation Practice Group. Michael has a broad-based litigation practice that includes
business litigation and appeals in state and federal courts, as well as various other forums. He has
handled contract disputes; fraud and business tort lawsuits; shareholder and partnership contests;
restrictive covenant and non-competition cases; real estate litigation, including commercial
foreclosures and lender liability issues; insurance and bad faith claims; and the defense of
professional liability and significant personal injury and property damage matters.
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